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Coverings Gives Back to the Local
Community
Coverings will give back to the local community, at this year’s show in
Orlando, Florida from April 9-12, through a range of charitable
initiatives. Continuing its tradition of supporting the host city,
Coverings will partner with Clean the World, Habitat for Humanity, and
the Pet Alliance of Greater Orlando.
“Coverings wouldn’t be possible without the support of our host cities,
so it’s incredibly important that we give back to the communities that
welcome us each year,” said Jennifer Hoff, president of Taffy Event
Strategies, the management company for Coverings. “With so many
industry professionals gathering in one place, we are honored to band
together to benefit the area and build even deeper connections here.”

Looking Forward & Giving Back

Interactive Experiences and 30th
Anniversary Activations

More Than 50 Free Educational
Opportunities

Coverings 2019 will feature a wide range of
interactive onsite experiences, including
expanded favorites like the Installation & Design
Experience and new activations in celebration of
its 30th Anniversary.

The complimentary educational program at
Coverings 2019 includes 60- and 90- minute
CEU-accredited sessions, 20-minute quickfire
and “byte-size” presentations as well as live
demonstrations.

Count Me In

Learn & Earn

Ceramics of Italy Celebrates the Legacy
of Tile at Coverings

Tile of Spain Shares Tile Story Series

The Italian Pavilion, organized by Confindustria
Ceramica (the Italian Association of Ceramics)
with support from the Italian Ministry of
Economic Development, will showcase a vast
array of cutting-edge tile and installation
products in 75+ booths from member
companies.

Every tile has a story, whether it’s about trends,
technology, innovation or how tile is made. Join
us for this special video series to learn more
about Spanish Tile from the people who
manufacture, sell and for whom tile is a way of
life. Make time to visit the Tile of Spain Pavilion
at Coverings 2019 to see all of these trends in
person.

Italy in America

Story Time

TileLetter Provides Tips for Contractors on Creating a Coverings
Strategy to Make the Show Work for You
By now, your Coverings planning should be in full swing. Do you have a strategy for navigating the
thousands of square feet in the Orange County Convention Center, and seeing all the education sessions,
demos, features and products you desire, while leaving time to attend parties and network with your peers?
How do you do it? We asked several NTCA contractors about their approach to the show to help you go
about creating a Coverings strategy of your own.
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